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ICC Banking Commission opinions 2009-2011 : new opinions on UCP 600, ISBP 681, UCP 500, URC 522 and URDG 758 ISBP International Standard Banking Practice for the
Examination of Documents Under Documentary Credits (ISBP). ICC Publications International Standard Banking Practice (ISBP) for the examination of documents under documentary credits,
answers the most relevant questions practitioners have concerning how UCP 500, ICC's universally used rules on documentary credits, are to be integrated into day-to-day practice. The product of more
than two years of work by the ICC Banking Commission, ISBP is based on the oﬃcial Opinions issued by the Banking Commission in response to queries submitted by users of UCP 500. The text provides
responses to the key questions relating to the examination of drafts, multimodal transport documents, insurance documents, certiﬁcates of origin and a range of other documents associates with letters of
credit. This publication reﬂects international standard banking practice for all parties to a documentary credit. Figures show that 60%-70% of credits are rejected for discrepancies on ﬁrst presentation. The
new ISBP, by encouraging a uniformity of practice worldwide, is expected to cut these ﬁgures dramatically and, by doing so, to facilitate the ﬂow of world trade. Icc Banking Commission Opinions
2012-2016 Guide to ICC Uniform Rules for Demand Guarantees URDG 758 Jack Documentary Credits : the Law and Practice of Documentary Credits Including Standby Credits and
Demand Guarantees Bloomsbury Professional An extremely straight forward and no nonsense approach to Documentary Credits - This Book should be on every L/C professional's shelves. Amazon
Customer Review of previous edition This practical work oﬀers a lucid and comprehensive account of the workings of documentary credits in the context of English law and under international banking
practice as applied in England. Written from the perspective of banking practices as well as the law, the text fully considers the Uniform Customs and Practice for Documentary Credits 600, as well as a full
review of the body of case law on the UCPDC 500. ICC Banking Commission opinions 2009-2011 : new opinions on UCP 600, ISBP 681, UCP 500, URC 522 and URDG 758 Research Handbook
on International and Comparative Sale of Goods Law Edward Elgar Publishing This thorough and detailed Research Handbook explores the complexity of governance of sales contracts in the modern
world. It examines many topical aspects of sales law and practice, with considerable emphasis being placed on the diversity of: commercial and transactional contexts; in which sales contracts are made
and performed, including digital technologies, long-term contracts and global supply chains and sources governing such contracts, particularly those emanating from commercial players, such as standard
form contracts, trade usages and trade terms. Written by leading experts from an international and comparative perspective, the Research Handbook is relevant to anyone with an interest in commercial
sales and contract law. From Beginning to Beginning BoD – Books on Demand Between 2003 and 2011 Kim Christensen published a number of trade ﬁnance related articles in various magazines and
websites. July 2011 Kim Christensen changed name to Kim Sindberg. This book presents the majority of feature articles written by Kim Christensen. For each article a fresh comment has been written for
the purpose of providing background, context and additional information. Commentary on UCP 600 Article-by-Article Analysis by the Ucp 600 Drafting Group Kluwer Law International Remedies
for International Sellers of Goods - Second Edition Juris Publishing, Inc. Remedies for International Sellers of Goods Vol 1+2 is a required work for all of those involved in international sales. The work
includes coverage of 56 countries in North and South America, Europe, Asia and the Paciﬁc, and the Middle East, Remedies for International Sellers of Goods includes detailed discussion and analysis for
each jurisdiction covered, including coverage of the Uniform Law on the International Sales of Goods, and an overview of the various types of letter of credit agreements frequently used to ﬁnance crossborder sales. The work also contains the rules applicable to letter of credit arrangements, international standard contract clauses, the steps required to assure secured sales transactions, and the remedies
available to those involved in disputes over the cross-border sale of goods. Analysis and discussion also includes the UNIDROIT Principles of International Commercial Contracts, the Uniform Law on the
International Sale of Goods, and the Uniform Law on the Formation of Contracts for the International Sale of Goods. Put quite simply, Remedies for International Sellers of Goods is a work that anyone
involved with international sales transaction cannot do without. Customary International Humanitarian Law Cambridge University Press Customary International Humanitarian Law, Volume I: Rules is
a comprehensive analysis of the customary rules of international humanitarian law applicable in international and non-international armed conﬂicts. In the absence of ratiﬁcations of important treaties in
this area, this is clearly a publication of major importance, carried out at the express request of the international community. In so doing, this study identiﬁes the common core of international
humanitarian law binding on all parties to all armed conﬂicts. Comment Don:RWI. Understanding Trade Finance Through Q&A and Case Studies Notion Press If you think that you know everything
that you need to know about trade ﬁnance and the rules that guide them, then this book may come as a pleasant surprise to some of you. Before reading this book, it would have been diﬃcult to imagine
the varied issues that comprise the world of documentary credit and trade ﬁnance. The problems and their solutions will bring home the realisation that mere reading of the rules is not enough. Learning
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translates to knowledge only when it helps resolve practical issues. This book is a collection of questions on international trade, trade ﬁnance, the ICC (Paris) UCP, ISBP, ISP98 and the Incoterms 2020 rules.
It also includes questions on exchange rate mechanism, foreign exchange operations and cargo insurance. The exercises are by way of objective, multi-choice questions (MCQs), descriptive questions and
case studies. All the questions have been carefully selected with the sole purpose of further improving our understanding and practical application of these rules. So, go ahead and ﬁnd out how many doors
this book opens for you. Have fun and learn! Encyclopaedia of Occupational Health and Safety UN Security Council Referrals to the International Criminal Court: Legal Nature, Eﬀects and
Limits BRILL This book oﬀers a unique critical analysis of the legal nature, eﬀects and limits of UN Security Council referrals to the International Criminal Court (ICC). Alexandre Skander Galand provides,
for the ﬁrst time, a full picture of two competing understandings of the nature of the Security Council referrals to the ICC, and their respective normative interplay with legal barriers to the exercise of
universal prescriptive and adjudicative jurisdiction. The book shows that the application of the Rome Statute through a Security Council referral is inherently limited by the UN Charter as well as the Rome
Statute, and can conﬂict with other branches of international law, including international human rights law, the law on immunities and the law of treaties. Hence, it spells out a conception of the nature and
eﬀects of Security Council referrals that responds to these limits and, in turn, informs the reader on the nature of the ICC itself. The Fundamental Concept of Crime in International Criminal Law A
Comparative Law Analysis Springer Science & Business Media This book examines the rapid development of the fundamental concept of a crime in international criminal law from a comparative law
perspective. In this context, particular thought has been given to the catalyzing impact of the criminal law theory that has developed in major world legal systems upon the crystallization of the
substantive part of international criminal law. This study oﬀers a critical overview of international and domestic jurisprudence with regard to the construal of the concept of a crime (actus reus, mens rea,
defences, modes of liability) and exposes roots of confusion in international criminal law through a comprehensive comparative analysis of substantive criminal laws in selected legal jurisdictions. The
Handbook of International Trade and Finance The Complete Guide to Risk Management, International Payments and Currency Management, Bonds and Guarantees, Credit Insurance
and Trade Finance Kogan Page Publishers Designed for use by anyone involved in international sales, ﬁnance, shipping and administration, The Handbook of International Trade and Finance provides a
full explanation of the key areas of international trade - including risk management, international payments and currency management. It is an essential reference source that will help to reduce risks and
improve cashﬂow, identify the most competitive ﬁnance alternatives, structure the best payment terms, and minimize ﬁnance and transaction costs. Coverage includes: trade risks and risk assessment;
methods of payment; currency risk; export credit insurance; trade ﬁnance; and terms of payment. Designed for all businesses, regardless of size and business sector, the book also describes the
negotiating process from the perspectives of both the buyer and the seller - providing valuable insight into the complete ﬁnancing process. Standby and Commercial Letters of Credit Wolters Kluwer
Standby and Commercial Letters of Credit, Third Edition alerts you to current developments and discusses the recent UCP600, former UCP500, ISP98, UCC Article 5, and current trade practices and
problems. The authors review letter of credit law and practices, helping to resolve concerns of applicants, beneﬁciaries, and issuers. This essential resource includes: Sample forms and clauses, procedures
and checklists Current court cases and extensive Table of Cases What can happen to letters of credit in bankruptcy and insolvency proceedings Fraud and injunction nightmares Cross-reference table
UCP600 and UCP500 Strategies for bank reimbursement agreements Standby and Commercial Letters of Credit, Third Edition gives you immediate guidance when you need it most. And it supplies realworld letters of credit situations, with analyses of what was done right and wrong. The Diversiﬁcation and Fragmentation of International Criminal Law Martinus Nijhoﬀ Publishers This volume deals
with the tension between unity and diversiﬁcation which has gained a central place in the debate under the label of ‘fragmentation’. It explores the meaning, articulation and risks of this phenomenon in a
speciﬁc area: International Criminal Justice. It brings together established and fresh voices who analyse diﬀerent sites and contestations of this concept, as well as its context and speciﬁc manifestations in
the interpretation and application of International Criminal Law. The volume thereby connects discourse on ‘fragmentation’ with broader inquiry on the merits and discontents of legal pluralism in ‘Public
International Law’. Quality Control in Preliminary Examination Volume 2 Torkel Opsahl Academic EPublisher United States Congressional Serial Set The Challenge of Obesity in the WHO
European Region and the Strategies for Response Summary World Health Organization In a brief, clear and easily accessible way, this summary illustrates the dynamics of the obesity epidemic and
its impact on public health throughout the WHO European Region, particularly in eastern countries. It describes how factors that increase the risk of obesity are shaped in diﬀerent settings, such as the
family, school, community and workplace. It makes both ethical and economic arguments for accelerating action against obesity, and analyses eﬀective programs and policies in diﬀerent government
sectors, such as education, health, agriculture and trade, urban planning and transport. The summary also describes how to design policies and programs to prevent obesity and how to monitor progress,
and calls for speciﬁc action by stakeholders: not only government sectors but also the private sector - including food manufacturers, advertisers and traders - and professional consumers' and international
and intergovernmental organizations such as the European Union. Understanding and Proving International Sex Crimes Torkel Opsahl Academic EPublisher "[This anthology] addresses the gap
betwen international standard-setting prohibiting international sex crimes and actual accountability for individuals who are responsible for such crimes. The book provides detailed analysis of the legal
requirements of international sex crimes and types of fact that can be used to meet these requirements. It includes a unique knowledge-base that digests international case law on such crimes. The
anthology also contains several studies of institutional and evidentiary challenges in the prosecution of international sex crimes"--Series pref. Arcs of Global Justice Essays in Honour of William A.
Schabas Oxford University Press M. Cherif Bassiouni / Human rights and international criminal justice in the twenty ﬁrst century : the end of the post-WWII phase and the beginning of an uncertain new
era -- Thomas A. Cromwell and Bruno Gélinas-Faucher, William Schabas / The Canadian Charter of rights and freedoms, and international human rights law -- Emmanuel Decaux / The International
Convention on the Protection of All Persons from Enforced Disappearance, as a victim-oriented treaty --Kathleen Cavanaugh and Joshua Castellino / The politics of sectarianism and its reﬂection in
questions of international law & state formation in The Middle East -- Sandra L. Babcock / International law and the death penalty : a toothless tiger, or a meaningful force for change? -- Marc Bossuyt / The
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UN optional protocol on the abolition of the death penalty --Christof Heyns and Thomas Probert and Tess Borden / The right to life and the progressive abolition of the death penalty -- Zhao Bingzhi /
Progress and trend of the reform of the death penalty in China -- Margaret M. DeGuzman / Criminal law philosophy in international criminal law scholarship -- Frédéric Mégret / Is the ICC focusing too much
on non-state actors? -- Shane Darcy / The principle of legality at the crossroads of human rights and international criminal law -- Alain Pellet / Revisiting the sources of applicable law before the ICC -Mireille Delmas-Marty / The ICC as a work in progress, for a world in process -- Carsten Stahn / Legacy in international criminal justice -- Andrew Clapham and Paola Gaeta / Torture by private actors and
'gold plating' the oﬀence in national law : an exchange of emails in honour of William Schabas -- Hirad Abtahi and Philippa Webb / Secrets and surprises in the Travaux préparatoires of the genocide
convention -- Jérémie Gilbert / Perspectives on cultural genocide : from criminal law to cultural diversity -- Beth Van Schaack / Crimes against humanity : repairing Title 18's blind spots -- Leila Nadya Sadat
/ A new global treaty on crimes against humanity : future prospects -- Mark A. Drumbl / Justice outside of criminal courtrooms and jailhouses -- Charles Chernor Jalloh / Toward greater synergy between
courts and truth commissions in post-conﬂict contexts : lessons from Sierra Leone -- Geoﬀrey Nice and Nevenka Tromp / Criminal trial as a tool to control historical narrative -- Mary Ellen O'Connell / The
arc toward justice and peace -- Adama Dieng / The maintenance of international peace and security through prevention of atrocity crimes : the question of co-operation between the UN and regional
arrangements -- Emma Sandon / Law and ﬁlm : curating rights cinema -- Wayne Jordash / The role of advocates in developing international law -- Diane Marie Amann / Bill the blogger Collection of ICC
Arbitral Awards 2012 – 2015 Kluwer Law International B.V. The Collection of ICC Arbitral Awards 2012-2015 contains extracts of cases handled by the ICC Court of Arbitration, one of the world's most
respected arbitral institutions. This most recent collection supplements six previous and successful volumes containing awards from the periods 1974-1985, 1986-1990, 1991-1995, 1996-2000, 2001-2007
and 2008-2011. This collection is a practical reference tool, containing three types of useful indexes incorporating information from all three volumes: – a consolidated analytical table, in both English and
French, contains extensive cross-references based on the terminology used in awards and case notes; – a chronological index lists the awards; – a key word index, also provided in both languages, allows
the reader to locate the material of interest quickly and easily. In addition to providing a wealth of information in a highly accessible manner, this book includes case notes end expert commentaries on the
awards. This publication is an indispensable reference work for anyone interested in international arbitration and in the reasoning of international arbitrators on the interpretation and application of
contractual clauses, international conventions, and the law of international trade. It is invaluable to both scholars and practitioners involved in the drafting and negotiation of international commercial
contracts and the resolution of international commercial disputes. Review of Maritime Transport 2020 This series contains the decisions of the Court in both the English and French texts.
Construction Law Update 2019 (IL) Wolters Kluwer For the past twenty-six years, legal and business professionals in the construction law industry have eagerly anticipated the annual release of this
best-selling guide. The Construction Law Update chronicles and communicates changes in the construction law industry. Comprised of twelve informative chapters -- each written by an expert or experts in
the ﬁeld -- the 2019 Edition oﬀers these contributing authors' timely, practical analysis on many current issues in the construction law industry. Construction Law Update brings you up-to-date with new
developments impacting six major geographical regions of the United States: Southeast, Northeast, Southwest, West, Northwest, and Midwest. You'll discover what's happening in vital areas like:
Developments in federal contracting Licensing laws Current standards under OSHA Surety bonds, indemnity claims and defenses The impact of cybersecurity and cyber threats on construction
International arbitration in international construction projects And more! Note: Online subscriptions are for three-month periods. Previous Edition: Construction Law Update 2018, ISBN: 9781454899440¿
Bills of Lading and Bankers' Documentary Credits Taylor & Francis Bills of Lading and Bankers’ Documentary Credits provides a straightforward guide to the nuances and complexities of deals
conducted under the documentary credit system. The book describes in detail the law applicable to and the practical workings of bankers' documentary credits as they are used in international sales and
carriage of goods contracts in a way that is accessible to both lawyers and to businessmen who have to use these contracts on a day-to-day basis. In its fourth edition, Bills of Lading and Bankers’
Documentary Credits has been completely updated to take account of recent case law and developments including the UCP 600 as well as progress in electronic and other documentation since the last
edition. Australia and the United Nations Longueville Books This landmark reference work is the ﬁrst complete history of Australia and its relationship with, and role within, the United Nations. On 17
January 1946, when the United Nations Security Council held its inaugural session, an Australian representative, Norman Makin, presided.If all members adhered to the principles of the United Nations
Charter, predicted Makin, the United Nations would become "a great power for the good of the world, bringing that freedom from fear, which is necessary before we can hope for progress and welfare in all
lands". Australia and the United Nations traces how Australia committed itself to the United Nations project, from before the convening of the ﬁrst United Nations Security Council until the eve of its
election to a ﬁfth term on that body. The book begins with Australian involvement with the organisation that preceded the United Nations, the League of Nations. It then analyses the role played by
Australian Minister for External Aﬀairs, HV Evatt, and his staﬀ in framing the United Nations Charter at San Francisco in 1945. Three chapters analyse Australia's diplomacy towards the Security Council, its
eﬀorts in peacekeeping, and evolving policies and attitudes towards arms control and disarmament. Two chapters discuss Australia's engagement with the United Nations' manifold specialised agencies
and the role of the broader UN family in development. Another two chapters are devoted to a study of Australia's role in areas of United Nations operation only dimly foreseen by its founders at San
Francisco-decolonisation and the environment. The two ﬁnal chapters examine Australia's contribution to the promotion of human rights and international law and the important role it has played seeking
to improve the United Nations' performance to equip it to meet new challenges in global politics. Australia and the United Nations tells us what was done in the past, and why. It is essential reading for
anyone who wants to better understand Australia's multilateral diplomacy, and our future choices. World Investment Report 2020 International Production Beyond the Pandemic United Nations
The 30th edition of the World Investment Report looks at the prospects for foreign direct investment and international production during and beyond the global crisis triggered by the COVID-19
(coronavirus) pandemic. The Report not only projects the immediate impact of the crisis on investment ﬂows, but also assesses how it could aﬀect a long-term structural transformation of international
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production. The theme chapter of the Report reviews the evolution of international production networks over the past three decades and examines the conﬁguration of these networks today. It then
projects likely course changes for the next decade due to the combined eﬀects of the pandemic and pre-existing megatrends, including the new industrial revolution, the sustainability imperative and the
retreat of laissez faire policies. The system of international production underpins the economic growth and development prospects of most countries around the world. Governments worldwide will need to
adapt their investment and development strategies to a changing international production landscape. At the request of the UN General Assembly, the Report has added a dedicated section on investment
in the Sustainable Development Goals, to review global progress and propose possible courses of action. Individual Criminal Responsibility in International Law Oxford University Press Atrocities
such as genocide or crimes against humanity are usually committed by a large number of perpetrators. Moreover, those who masterminded the crimes may not have actively participated. This book sets
out how these people can be held responsible for their crimes by international criminal tribunals. World Report 2021 Events of 2020 Seven Stories Press The best country-by-country assessment of
human rights. The human rights records of more than ninety countries and territories are put into perspective in Human Rights Watch's signature yearly report. Reﬂecting extensive investigative work
undertaken by Human Rights Watch staﬀ, in close partnership with domestic human rights activists, the annual World Report is an invaluable resource for journalists, diplomats, and citizens, and is a mustread for anyone interested in the ﬁght to protect human rights in every corner of the globe. ICC Uniform Rules for Bank-to-bank Reimbursements Under Documentary Credits URR 725 Treaty
Interpretation Oxford University Press, USA The rules of treaty interpretation codiﬁed in the 'Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties' now apply to virtually all treaties, in an international context as
well as within national legal systems, where treaties have an impact on a large and growing range of matters. The rules of treaty interpretation diﬀer somewhat from typical rules for interpreting legal
instruments and legislation within national legal systems. Lawyers, administrators, diplomats, and oﬃcials at international organisations are increasingly likely to encounter issues of treaty interpretation
which require not only knowledge of the relevant rules of interpretation, but also how these rules have been, and are to be, applied in practice. Since the codiﬁed rules of treaty interpretation came into
decree, there is a considerable body of case-law on their application. This case-law, combined with the history and analysis of the rules of treaty interpretation, provides a basis for understanding this most
important task in the application of treaties internationally and within national systems of law. Any lawyer who ever has to consider international matters, and increasingly any lawyer whose work involves
domestic legislation with any international connection, is at risk nowadays of encountering a treaty provision which requires interpretation, whether the treaty provision is explicitly in issue or is the source
of the relevant domestic legislation. This fully updated new edition features case law from a broader range of jurisdictions, and an account of the work of the International Law Commission in its relation to
interpretative declarations. This book provides a guide to interpreting treaties properly in accordance with the modern rules. Azerbaijan: Moving Toward More Diversiﬁed, Resilient, and Inclusive
Development Asian Development Bank Azerbaijan has set the course for the economy to reduce its dependence on oil by promoting new drivers of growth. By 2025, under the government’s Strategic
Roads Maps, a more diversiﬁed economy should take shape led by three sectors: agriculture, tourism, and manufacturing. Bold reforms need to strengthen areas of the economy that could otherwise
impede this transition, and policy makers must resolutely stay on the reform path. The core message of this publication is diversiﬁcation toward non-oil sources of growth alongside eﬀorts to reduce
macroeconomic risks and the high cost of ﬁnance, make the education system responsive to the needs of the labor market, close infrastructure gaps, and help economically signiﬁcant state-owned
enterprises become more eﬃcient. English Private Law Oxford University Press A unique reference work covering the whole of English private law, this book provides a lucid, concise, and authoritative
overview of all important areas of private law. Each section is written by an acknowledged expert who provides a clear distillation and analysis of the subject. Op Amps for Everyone Design Reference
Newnes The operational ampliﬁer ("op amp") is the most versatile and widely used type of analog IC, used in audio and voltage ampliﬁers, signal conditioners, signal converters, oscillators, and analog
computing systems. Almost every electronic device uses at least one op amp. This book is Texas Instruments' complete professional-level tutorial and reference to operational ampliﬁer theory and
applications. Among the topics covered are basic op amp physics (including reviews of current and voltage division, Thevenin's theorem, and transistor models), idealized op amp operation and
conﬁguration, feedback theory and methods, single and dual supply operation, understanding op amp parameters, minimizing noise in op amp circuits, and practical applications such as instrumentation
ampliﬁers, signal conditioning, oscillators, active ﬁlters, load and level conversions, and analog computing. There is also extensive coverage of circuit construction techniques, including circuit board
design, grounding, input and output isolation, using decoupling capacitors, and frequency characteristics of passive components. The material in this book is applicable to all op amp ICs from all
manufacturers, not just TI. Unlike textbook treatments of op amp theory that tend to focus on idealized op amp models and conﬁguration, this title uses idealized models only when necessary to explain op
amp theory. The bulk of this book is on real-world op amps and their applications; considerations such as thermal eﬀects, circuit noise, circuit buﬀering, selection of appropriate op amps for a given
application, and unexpected eﬀects in passive components are all discussed in detail. *Published in conjunction with Texas Instruments *A single volume, professional-level guide to op amp theory and
applications *Covers circuit board layout techniques for manufacturing op amp circuits. Design and Analysis of Group-randomized Trials Monographs in Epidemiology and This text provides the most
comprehensive treatment of the design and analytic issues involved in group-randomized trials. GRTs are comparative studies conducted to evaluate the eﬀect of a health promotion intervention in which
the units of assignment are identiﬁable groups (e.g., schools, worksites) and the units of observation are members of those groups (e.g., students, workers). The book reviews the underlying issues, the
most widely used research designs, and analytic strategies. There is an emphasis on mixed-model regression, with two chapters illustrating the analytic methods in SAS PROC MIXED and GLIMMIX. There is
also a detailed chapter on power analysis and sample size calculation. Trade Finance Technology, Innovation and Documentary Credits Oxford University Press Trade Finance provides a muchneeded re-examination of the relevant legal principles and a study of the challenges posed to current legal structures by technological changes, ﬁnancial innovation, and international regulation. Arising
out of the papers presented at the symposium, Trade Finance for the 21st Century, this collection brings together the perspectives of scholars and practitioners from around the globe focusing on core
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themes, such as reform and the future role of the UCP, the impact of technology on letters of credit and other forms of trade ﬁnance, and the rise of alternative forms of ﬁnancing. The book covers three
key ﬁelds of trade ﬁnance, starting with the challenges to traditional trade ﬁnancing by means of documentary credit. These include issues related to contractual enforceability, the use of "soft clauses",
the doctrine of strict compliance, the fraud exception, the role of the correspondent bank, performance bonds, and conﬂict of laws problems. The second main area covered by the work is the technological
issues and opportunities in trade ﬁnance, including electronic bills of exchange, blockchain, and electronically transferable records. The ﬁnal part of the work considers alternative and complementary
trade ﬁnance mechanisms such as open account trading, supply-chain ﬁnancing, the bank payment obligation, and countertrade. The Diﬀerence Women Make The Policy Impact of Women in
Congress University of Chicago Press What if there were more women in Congress? Providing the ﬁrst comprehensive study of the policy activity of male and female legislators at the federal level, Michele
L. Swers persuasively demonstrates that, even though representatives often vote a party line, their gender is politically signiﬁcant and does indeed inﬂuence policy making. Swers combines quantitative
analyses of bills with interviews with legislators and their staﬀ to compare legislative activity on women's issues by male and female members of the House of Representatives during the 103rd (1993-94)
and 104th (1995-96) Congresses. Tracking representatives' commitment to women's issues throughout the legislative process, from the introduction of bills through committee consideration to ﬁnal ﬂoor
votes, Swers examines how the prevailing political context and members' positions within Congress aﬀect whether and how aggressively they pursue women's issues. Anyone studying congressional
behavior, the role of women, or the representation of social identities in Congress will beneﬁt from Swers's balanced and nuanced analysis. Chitty on Contracts, 31st edition volume 1 Sweet &
Maxwell
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